Remote Meeting Solutions
Making online meetings professional and productive

The rise of the video meeting
Whatever happens over the coming months, the sudden rise in remote working has
caused many people to rethink the way they want to work when we eventually return to
business as usual. A taboo of meeting with clients via video that still existed in some
organisations, has been smashed, and with so many people enjoying less time on trains
and motorways and we can all agree that the video meeting is here to stay.
When lockdown restrictions are finally lifted, it is unlikely that all staff will return to the office.
Social distancing in some form is likely to continue for many months after lockdown, so it’s
inevitable that with some colleagues being in the office and others still at home,
organisations will need to think about how easy it is for both remote workers, and those in
meeting rooms, to quickly access that Teams or Zoom video call.
Using your laptop’s camera and speaker for Teams and Zoom calls has been fine whilst
we’ve been sat alone at home, but when colleagues are back in an open plan office,
that simply will not work. If several colleagues use a meeting room to connect with external callers, social distancing means that they can’t just all huddle around one laptop
screen.
We’ve looked at various scenarios where a user will need the right tool for the job, from
home workers to office teams, and considered the costs associated with making sure
everyone is set up for efficient and stress free communication and collaboration.
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Products listed from left to right
1. Logitech H390 headset 2. Logitech personal video collaboration kit 3. Logitech
ConferenceCam connect 4. Logitech Meet Up 5. Logitech MeetUp solution for Teams
6. The Logitech Meet Up large bundle

Personal kit for a laptop user who has a built in
webcam
Users require a reasonable quality headset so
that meetings in the open plan office don’t
disturb the whole team.

We suggest the H390 headset from Logitech.
£28.50

Personal kit for a PC user
The Logitech personal video collaboration kit is a
perfect bundle for PC users that don’t have an
in-built webcam. The headset will keep meetings
confidential and the high quality web can will add
video streaming.
You need to have two spare USB ports on your PC
or MAC.
£205

Huddle space
The Logitech ConferenceCam connect is a
portable all in one solution perfect for
meetings of 1-6 people, with a wide angle
camera, a rechargeable battery and is
compatable with most video platforms.
£363

Small Meeting room
The Logitech Meet Up is an all in one, wide
angle camera, microphone and speaker unit,
a neat solution to connect to an existing
meeting room PC, perfect for small meeting
rooms.
£821

Small Meeting room
When some staff are based in the office, calling out to external contacts
or home workers, you don’t really want to all be huddling around a shared
machine and the 2m rule will still apply.
For meeting rooms that already have a TV installed, consider the
Logitech MeetUp solution for Teams, which includes everything you need
to build out conference rooms with one or two displays.
The ‘Small’ bundle comes pre-configured with a Microsoft-approved i7
mini PC, Windows 10 IOT Enterprise, a PC mount with cable retention,
Logitech Tap touch controller – which is a smart touchscreen table top
device for simply setting up and joining Teams meetings, a Logitech
Strong USB 10m cable, and the Logitech MeetUp - powerful
multidirectional webcam and speaker solution.
This is a great system that doesn’t require the
users to bring any IT kid into the meeting room
and the touchscreen interface is easy to wipe
clean in between use.
£3497
Including installation (Display screen & cabling
not included).

Large Meeting room
For larger meeting rooms, expand your Logitech Tap solution to include
additional speakers, mic extentions (additional microphones for along
the meeting table for better sound quality.
The ‘Large’ bundle comes pre-configured with a Microsoft-approved
i7 mini PC, Windows 10 IOT Enterprise, a PC mount with cable retention,
Logitech Tap touch controller, Logitech Strong USB 10m cable, Logitech
Rally Plus (conference camera, 2 x speakers, 2 x mic-pods), Logitech
Rally Mic Pod Hub, and a Logitech Rally mounting kit.
£5887
Including installation (Display screen & cabling not included)

Prices correct at time of going to print, subject to
change and stock availability and exclude VAT
& delivery.

Contact us for more information
www.ramsac.com
01483 412 040

